PIONEER STYLE

Eyes!

Good
Ree’s daughter models
four great eyeliner looks.

PAIGE: BUFF STRICKLAND; HAIR: AMBER HEWITT; MAKEUP: CHELSEY COBBS.

Ree’s
18-year-old
daughter
Paige is the

spitting image
of her mom—and
she inherited Ree’s
love of eyeliner,
too. In fact, after
years of practicing
on friends—and on
her mom—and
watching how-to
videos on Instagram,
the home-schooled
high school senior
has become
something of a
makeup artist.
Paige is partial
to simple winged
liner, but on the
next page she
shows us four
different styles.
All of them are
easy to re-create—
you just need a
steady hand!
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Make this your go-to weekday look. Line your entire eye with a
thin kohl or gel pencil in black, brown or gray, then gently smudge
the line with a cotton swab or small eyeshadow brush. If you
want an even softer look, use eyeshadow and an angled brush in
place of liner, suggests Maybelline makeup artist Grace Lee.

Try

Master Precise Skinny Gel Pencil, $8; maybelline.com

This look is dramatic without being over-the-top. Your best bet is
to use a liquid liner pen with a precise tip. Start at the inner corner
of your eye and draw short strokes along the upper lash line.
When you reach the outer corner of your eye, extend the line
upward and outward at a diagonal to create a wing.

Try

Stay All Day Waterproof Liquid Eyeliner, $22; stilacosmetics.com

Here’s how to look like a 1950s movie star! Using a gel eyeliner and
fine brush, place a dot to the side of each eye to indicate where the
line should end. Draw a straight line from the outer corner of your eye
to the dot, then a second line from the dot to the middle of your upper
lash line. Fill in the triangular space, then line the rest of your eye.

Try

Eyestudio Lasting Drama Gel Eyeliner, $10; maybelline.com

Smoky eye

Try

Voluminous Smoldering Eyeliner, $9; lorealparisusa.com

Tip

Which colo
r
Eyeliner shou to use?
ld
lighter than never be
the color
of your eyes
, says Ree’s
makeup-ar tis
t frie
Chelsey Cob nd
bs.
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EYELINER: ALISON GOOTEE/STUDIO D.

Try this look when you really want to glam it up. Apply a generous
swipe of black or dark gray liner to your top and bottom lash
lines. Using a cotton swab or small eyeshadow brush, gently
smudge and blend the liner to create a smoky effect.

